A Look at Matthew’s Gospel
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The Question of Authorship
•	Scan Matthew’s Gospel and you will notice that he nowhere identifies himself as the author. So where do we get our information that Matthew was the author of this gospel?
The Early _________________Fathers
•	the earliest church fathers unanimously testify that Matthew was the writer of this gospel
•	1._______________, Bishop of Hierapolis in Phyrgia, about AD 130 is the earliest source
•	2. Others such as Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, and Jerome agree that Matthew penned this gospel
Who Was Matthew? What do we know about him?
•	Little specific information about the life and relationships of Matthew
•	He is also called _______________
•	Obviously he is included in the lists of the ______disciples, but there are few references to him by name
Matthew’s Occupation
•	He was a tax collector for the Roman government
•	Tax collectors were considered highly unpopular by the Jews and generally considered to be ______
•	They were called __________________in the NT
•	They could purchase the position and then charge additional taxes from the people
•	They were considered traitors to Israel
Matthew’s Tax Collecting Business
•	was located along the busiest road in Israel leading to the Via ____________
•	His place of business was located in _________________and most obviously would have put him in contact with Jesus quite often
•	What does Luke 5:27-29 tell us about Matthew?
Leon Morris says about Matthew”
•	Matthew must have been the richest of the apostles.  We should not miss the quiet heroism involved in this.  If following Jesus had not worked out for the fisherman, they could have returned to their trade without difficulty.  But when Levi walked out of his job he was through.  They would surely never take back a man who had simply abandoned his tax office.  His following of Jesus was a final commitment. (Gospel @ to Luke, Erdmans, 1982, 119.)
Matthew the Disciple
•	after his call to follow Jesus he began to invite many of his friends and fellow tax collectors to follow Jesus (Mt______: 10-13)
•	The only other place where Matthew’s name is mentioned is in the ______lists of disciples:
•	Mt 10: 3;  Mk 3:18;  Lk 6:15;  Acts 1:13
Why We Believe Matthew was the author
•	1. The ____________________of The Gospel’s Contents
Robert Gundry (NT Survey)
•	The skillful organization of the Gospel agrees with the probable _________________and ___________________of a tax collector…



Reason 2: 
•	So also does the fact that this is the only Gospel to contain the story of Jesus’ paying the ______________tax (17: 24-27) 
Reason 3:
•	The account of the call of Matthew to discipleship uses the name “_______________” rather than “_________________” as does Mark and Luke and omits the possessive pronoun “his” used with home by Mark and Luke when describing the place where Matthew entertained Jesus at dinner…
The Gospel’s Original Language
•	some debate among scholars suggested that it was written originally in _________________or Hebrew and then translated into __________________
•	This is based on __________________statement that Matthew recorded the sayings of Jesus in Hebrew.  
Responses to the Debate 
•	1. There is no evidence of a ________________________from Hebrew to Greek in form
•	2. No document in _____________________has been found
•	3. Matthew could have written many of the sayings in Hebrew for the Jews, but this would not have to be the same as his gospel.
Walvoord’s Matthew Commentary:
•	settles the issue for us:
•	…whether or not there was an earlier Hebrew version, the present Greek version was _____________________own work and that it is the inspired Word of God. Whatever earlier materials Matthew may have produced in his native tongue, the point is that the Greek gospel was inspired of God and bears the authority of being the Word of God.” p. 11
Where Was Matthew’s Gospel Written
•	Two possibilities are usually given by scholars:
•	1. ____________________
•	2. _____________________of Syria
When Was Matthew Gospel Written?
•	1. Common Critical Approach = after AD ______
•	2. Others suggest a date between AD __________
•	3. Blomberg’s suggested date = Pre AD________, “the evidence is finely balanced, but we believe there is a slight weight in favor of opting for a date in the 60’s, sometime after the composition of Mark.” (p. 135).
Who Was Matthew’s Gospel Written to Evangelize?
•	1. __________________Christians - because of the situation in Judaism of that day, that is, Jewish Christians on the verge of or just recovering from a substantial break from Judaism 
•	2. Predominately _______________Christians - with the intention of helping them to appropriate their new Jewish heritage and Scriptures
What was the Purposes of Matthew’s Gospel?
•	1. To demonstrate that Jesus of Nazareth is the ____________of the Jews
•	2. To provide a connecting ______________between the OT and NT
•	3. To relate the _____________________of the OT are fulfilled in Jesus Christ




What is the Theme of Matthew?
•	1. Matthew presents Jesus as the Messiah, King of the Jews
•	He shows that Jesus has the right _____________to be the King because He comes from the lineage of David
•	He shows Jesus being presented as the King and Israel’s ___________________of that Kingdom

What Special Features Does Matthew Present?

Special Feature 1.  3 Kinds of Unique Content
•	_______% of Matthew is found in his Gospel alone
•	This includes miracles, ______________________, and events
Miracles
•	_______miracles are included in all 4 gospels
•	_______ of these occur in Matthew’s Gospel
•	12 passages summarize Jesus’ miracles (4:23-24; 8:16; 9:35)
•	____ of the __________ miracles are found in Matthew’s Gospel alone
•	9:27; 9:32-33; 12:22; 17:24-27
Teachings
•	about _______% of Matthew’s Gospel is related to teaching & there are 6 major discourses
•	5:1-7:29 The Sermon on the Mount
•	10:1-42 The Charge to the 12
•	13:1-52 The Kingdom ___________________
•	18:1-35 The Teaching of True Greatness
•	23:1-39 The Rebuke of Religious Leaders
•	24:1-25:46 The ____________________Coming
Parables
•	there are ________parables in Matthew that are unique to his gospel
•	Most are found in Mt 5 to 7 and Mt13
•	There are _______that are not in 6 sections above
•	20:1-16  Laborers hired for vineyard
•	21:28-32  two sons called to work by father
•	22:1-14 King’s wedding feast 
Events A to F
•	a. 1: 1-17 The Genealogy of Christ
•	b. 2: 1-12 The Wise Men story
•	c. 2:16-18 Killing of babies in Bethleham
•	d. 2:13-15; 19-23 Taking Baby to Egypt
•	e. 14:28-33 Peter walking on water
•	f. 16:17-19 Christ’s reply to Peter’s ______________________

Events G to K
•	g. 26:14-16; 27:3-10 Events related to Judas Iscariot
•	h. 27:51-53 Events related to the Resurrection
•	I. 27:57-61 Women’s _________________at the tomb
•	j. 28: 11-15 Bribing of Roman _________________________
•	k. 28:9-10 Appearance of Christ to women
Special Feature 2: Use of the OT
•	___________direct OT references in Mt
•	about __________allusions to OT language (some debate about the exact number)
•	89 or 129 allusions and quotes come from Jesus’ lips
•	rest are part of Mt’s narrative
Special Feature 3: Use of the word “Kingdom”
•	______references to the word “kingdom”
•	the Greek term is_________________________.
•	A noun with the meaning of “sovereignty” “dominion” or “rulership”
Kingdoms 3 basic elements:
•	1. A ruler with adequate power and ______________________
•	2. A Realm of ____________________to rule
•	3. A Real exercise of that rule in the realm of people
•	Generally “kingdom” refers to God’s rule over His creation
Why the Genealogy in 1:1-17?
•	The Jew considered genealogies very important
•	One question that every Jewish reader would ask would be, “Where does He come from and to whom does He belong?”
A Response
•	the OT is a book where numbers and genealogies are important
•	The last book in our Bible is _______________
•	the last book in the Hebrew arrangement of the OT is ____________________and Chronicles has many genealogies
•	so Matthew 1:1 logically ties the NT with the OT and ________________5:1 is tied to Mt 1:1 
 Matthew’s Genealogy
•	v. 6 links Jesus to both ___________________and to _________________
•	Matthew proves on the first page that Jesus is qualified to be the King of the Jews
•	in AD 70 all Jewish _______________________information destroyed!
•	Only Jesus can prove that He belongs to the Kingly family
Matthew’s Genealogy was Predicted 
•	Isaiah 53: 8 says, “He was taken from …who shall declare His_________________?”
•	Matthew raises his hand and says, “I will…”



What is Matthew’s Key Word?
•	“FULFILLED”

•	Mt 1:22 = Isa 7:42

•	Mt 2:15 = Hosea 11:1

•	Mt 2:17 = Jer 31
A Brief Outline of Matthew’s Gospel
•	Part 1: The ________________________of the King (ch 1 - 10)
•	Part 2: The ________________________against the King (ch 11-13)
•	Part 3: The ________________________of the King (ch 14-20)
•	Part 4: The ________________________of the King (ch 21-27)
•	Part 5: The ________________________of the King (ch 28)
PART 1: THE REVELATION OF THE KING (CHAPTER 1 TO 10)

1. His __________________________(chapters 1 - 4)
•	ch 1 = His background
•	ch 2 = His _________________
•	ch 3 = John the Baptist and Jesus’ Baptism
•	ch 4 = His temptations

2. His ________________________/Teachings ( chapters 5 - 7)
•	The Sermon on the _______________________
•	How one ________________the Kingdom and lives once in the Kingdom

3. His Power ( chapters 8-10)
•	7:28-29 says “He taught them as one having________________________”
•	Why is His teaching different?
•	He is THE AUTHORITY!
•	____deeds or miracles that prove He has authority to be the  King

PART 2: THE REBELLION AGAINST THE KING (CH 11-13)
•	His words and works among the Jews produced various ________________
•	some rejected and others accepted
•	most wanted a messiah to set them free of Roman _________________
•	many Jewish rulers rebel against the Kingdom of Christ 
•	the parables of ch 13 are intended to cover the truths of the Kingdom from the rebels






PART 3: THE RETIREMENT OF THE KING (CH 11-20)
•	this is not a retirement to _________and take life easy
•	it is a retirement from public life and ministry
•	intended to be quality time with his men to ________________them for their job
•	he begins by talking about the ___________
•	(Mt 16:13) - who do people say that I am?

Who Do YOU say that I am?
•	Have you learned lesson 1?
•	Congratulations, Lesson 1 is learned: I am the Christ!
•	But Matthew 16:21 is a New Lesson to learn
•	16:21 is the first mention of the _________________in Mt
•	intended to teach “Why Have I come?”
•	Lesson 2 - learn it well! (they miss it)

The Mention of the Cross
•	in Mt 16:21 - 

•	in Mt 17:22 - the Son of Man must be _____________

•	in Mt 20:17 - the Son of Man must be _____________

PART 4: THE REJECTION OF THE KING (CH 21-27)
•	the ultimate rejection is demonstrated by the religious leaders who plan His death
•	Chapter ________is the _________________of Christ for all the world

PART 5: THE RESURRECTION OF THE KING (CH 28)
•	ch ______is the _____________________chapter in Matthew’s Gospel
•	it closes with the great __________________________in Matthew 28
•	Amen!


